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EXTRA compiles miscellaneous research materials generated 
through the activities of RWM. This section includes 
conversations with artists and curators, additional 
documentation and transcripts of programs, with the aim of 
offering a more complete vision of the different research 
lines of the RWM project. 
 
This music selection is a teaser for the MEMORABILIA. 
Collecting sounds with… Kenneth Goldsmith lecture, which 
will take place on April 20th, 2012 at the MACBA, and 
features some of the highlights of Goldsmith’s collection. 
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Publishers Weekly described the writings of Kenneth 
Goldsmith as ‘some of the most exhaustive and beautiful 
collage work yet produced in poetry’. Goldsmith is the author 
of ten books of poetry and teaches at the Centre for Programs 
in Contemporary Writing at University of Pennsylvania, where 
he is also senior editor of the online poetry archive 
PennSound. Goldsmith is also the founding editor of the 
online archive UbuWeb (ubu.com), a universal source of 
reference for avant-garde art on the Internet. An underground 
project that has no institutional backing or budget of any 
kind, UbuWeb is an exhaustive and also personal repository 
that reflects the tastes, quirks and obsessions of its creator. 
A compulsive digital collector, Goldsmith’s personal archive 
extends far beyond the in itself unfathomable UbuWeb. 
www.ubu.com 
 
 

MEMORABILIA. Collecting sounds 
with… Kenneth Goldsmith 
Teaser 
 
As a teaser for his forthcoming lecture, Kenneth Goldsmith compiles fifteen gems 
from his very own sound collection. This selection also features a commentary for 
each piece. 
 

 
01. Playlist  
 
Benjamino Gigli, ‘Mi par d'udir ancora’. From Bizet's The Pearl Fishers. Recorded in 
London, 1931. From the CD Beniamino Gigli, Historical Recordings (1927−1951), 
Gala Records, 1990.  
The most beautiful recording I own. 
 
Charles Bernstein, ‘1-100’. From the cassette "Class". Recorded 1969, unreleased.  
An early conceptual work by America's most important poet associated with the 
Language movement. Make sure you listen to the very end. 
 
Coyle and Sharpe, ‘Edge’s’. Recorded on KGO Radio, San Francisco, early sixties, 
unreleased.  
This man on the street interview duo were the precursors to Sacha Baron Cohen, 
spoofing innocent passersby in the most absurd and preposterous way. This is 
their most metaphysical effort.  
 
Audrey Saint-Coeur, ‘Diddlage’. From the CD Celtic Mouth Music, Elipsis Arts, 1997. 
Verging on sound poetry, this is actual folk music from Ireland. One of my favorite 
tracks which explores the absurd things that people do with their voices (other 
examples are Inuit throat singing and American auctioneering.)  
 
Kelly Mark, ‘I Really Should’ (excerpt). Recorded 2002, self-released CD.  
An hour-long list of things that Kelly Mark, a Canadian artist, should really do.  
 
Menashe Skulnik, ‘I'm Not in a Hurry’. From the CD The Best of Yiddish Vaudeville, 
Vol. 1, Leisure Time Music, 1994.  
Absurd and deeply ethnic, Yiddish vaudeville music is the roots of the true 
American sixties avant-garde. Everybody from The Fugs to Judson Church to Allen 
Ginsberg to the Mothers of Invention were influenced by it. 
 
Mrs. McWiggan, "Missing Dog". From Outtakes from the 2003 365 Days Project − Part 
1, date unknown. 
I know nothing about where this came from but I think it is the most wonderfully 
absurd thing I own. 
 
Pat Walsh ‘Why Am I Always So Depressed’. From the LP Sounds Like: A Stereo 
Recording of Sound Poetry by Eight Montreal Poets, Véhicle Press, 1980. 
I love sound poetry when it gets edgy and psychological. This obscure effort is 
truly the edgiest and most fucked up piece of sound poetry I own.  
 
Rod McKuen, ‘The Mud Kids’. From the LP The Earth, Warner Brothers, 1967. 
Rod McKuen is the most unknown famous American poet. He's better than most 
poets because he set his poems to cool music. This track, recorded at the height 
of the Vietnam War, melds hip music to a fable about the fabulous disintegration 
of America. It's truly apocalyptic.  
 
Bill Morrison, ‘Sometimes When I'm Low’. From the CD The Balloon Man. Recorded 
1971, SharpeWorld, 2004. 
Here's a nutjob from LA who tried to get a network television show in the early 
seventies by blowing up balloons, like the guys who blow up balloons at children's 
parties. But he's absolutely insane and his short rants build up into incredibly out 
of control monologues. File this one with your Wildman Fischer records. 
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Todd Colby, ‘Cake’. From the CD The Agents of Impurity, Sonic Arts Network, 2007. 
I think Todd Colby's poem is the very best poem ever written. Once you hear this 
track, you can't help but agree. 
 
Alfred Wolfsohn ‘Lend Me Your Ears’. From the LP Vox Humana: Alfred Wolfsohn's 
Experiments in the Extension of Human Vocal Range, Folkways Records, 1956.  
Here's a German guy who lived through two World Wars and what did he learn? 
He learned how to make people sing in unnaturally high pitches. Go figure. 
 
Reese Williams, ‘The Sonance Project in Two Parts’ (excerpt). From the self-released 
LP, recorded in 1977.  

Laugh tracks looped and chopped up into minimalist music.  
 
Sean Landers, ‘The Man Within’. From the self-released cassette, "The Man Within, 
recorded in the early sixties.  
This is a sick, narcissistic artist bragging about how great he is. And the scary 
thing is that he actually believes every word he says.  
 
Jim Roche, ‘Bubble Blower’. From the LP Learning to Count, Hard Line, 1982. 
Roche was a guy from the Deep South who sat in galleries and channeled the 
racist Klansmen of his youth. He would work himself up into trances and make 
up these incredible rants. 
 
 

02. Related links 
 
Ubuweb 
www.ubu.com 
 
‘Epiphanies: Kenneth Goldsmith’, article for The Wire, 2011 
www.thewire.co.uk/articles/6445/ 
 
Interview with Kenneth Goldsmith, 2007 
archinect.com/features/article/59857/ubuweb-vu-kenneth-goldsmith 
 
Interview with Kenneth Goldsmith, 2010 
rwm.macba.cat/en/sonia/sonia_kenneth_goldsmith/capsula 
 
Kenneth Goldsmith at Ràdio Web MACBA 
rwm.macba.cat/en/kenneth_goldsmith_tag 
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